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Abstract
We give a space-efficient simple algorithm for computing the Lempel–Ziv factorization of
a string. For a string of length n over an integer alphabet, it runs in O(n) time indepen-
dently of alphabet size and uses o(n) additional space.
1 Introduction
The Lempel–Ziv factorization of w [16] is the decomposition w = u0u1 · · · uk, where each
ui (except possibly uk) is the longest prefix of uiui+1 · · · uk that has another occurrence
to the left in w or a single letter in case this prefix is empty. For example, the string
abbaabbbaaabab has the Lempel–Ziv factorization a.b.b.a.abb.baa.ab.ab.
The Lempel–Ziv factorization is a basic and powerful technique for text compression [23].
Introduced to analyze the entropy of strings it has many variants used in gzip or PKzip
software, and, more generally, in dictionary compression methods. The above factorization
is specifically used in LZ77-based adaptive compression methods (see [21] or Section 2.5 in
[22]).
The factorization plays an important role in String Algorithms. The intuitive reason is
that when processing a string online, the work done on an element of the factorization can
usually be skipped because already done on its previous occurrence. A typical application
of this idea resides in algorithms to compute repetitions in strings, such as Kolpakov and
Kucherov algorithm for reporting all maximal repetitions [15], and indeed it seems to be
the only technique that leads to linear-time algorithms independently of the alphabet size
(see [5]).
To compute the Lempel–Ziv factorization, some methods use suffix trees [20], others suf-
fix automata [3], but these two data structures are not the most space-efficient. Recently
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algorithms have been proposed [1, 5, 2] that use suffix arrays, a more space-efficient struc-
ture. We improve here the simplest of those, that of [5], so that it uses o(n) additional
space as opposed to O(n) of [5].
2 Suffix arrays
We recall in this section briefly the notions of suffix array and longest common prefix.
Consider a string w = w[0 . . n − 1] of length n over an integer alphabet A, that is, an
integer interval of size no more than nc, for some constant c. The suffix of w starting at
position i is denoted by sufi = w[i..n − 1], for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The suffix array of w,
[18], denoted SA, gives the suffixes of w sorted ascendingly in lexicographical order, that
is, sufSA[0] < sufSA[1] < · · · < sufSA[n−1]. The suffix array of the string abbaabbbaaabab is
shown in the second column of Fig. 1.
i w[i] SA[i] LCP[i] sufSA[i] LPF[i]
0 a 8 0 aaabab 0
1 b 9 2 aabab 0
2 b 3 3 aabbbaaabab 1
3 a 12 1 ab 1
4 a 10 2 abab 3
5 b 0 2 abbaabbbaaabab 2
6 b 4 3 abbbaaabab 4
7 b 13 0 b 3
8 a 7 1 baaabab 2
9 a 2 3 baabbbaaabab 3
10 a 11 2 bab 2
11 b 6 1 bbaaabab 2
12 a 1 4 bbaabbbaaabab 2
13 b 5 2 bbbaaabab 1
Figure 1. The arrays SA, LCP, and LPF for the string w = abbaabbbaaabab.
The suffix array of a string of length n over an integer alphabet can be computed in O(n)
time by any of the algorithms in [10, 12, 13]; these algorithms are inspired by the O(n)
suffix tree construction algorithm of [7].
Often the suffix array is used in combination with another array, the Longest Common
Prefix (LCP) which gives the length of the longest common prefix between consecutive
suffixes of SA, that is, LCP[i] is the length of the longest common prefix of sufSA[i] and
sufSA[i−1]; see the fourth column of Fig. 1 for an example.
Recall that [11] give simple linear-time algorithms to compute the LCP array; its space
complexity is improved in [19].
We shall need also the Longest Previous Factor (LPF) array, defined as follows. For any
position i in w, LPF[i] gives the length of the longest factor of w starting at position i that
occurs previously in w. Formally, if w[i] denotes the ith letter of w and w[i . . j] is the factor
w[i]w[i + 1] . . . w[j], then
LPF[i] = max
({ℓ | w[i..i + ℓ− 1] is a factor of w[0..i + ℓ− 2]} ∪ {0}).
LPF was introduced in [5], but appears also as the λ array in [8]. In our example, the
LPF array as defined above is given in column 6 of Fig. 1.
3 The algorithm
As already mentioned, we compute first the LPF array. The Lempel–Ziv factorization is
then easily computed from LPF by the algorithm of Fig. 2, already proposed in [5]. For
the example text w = abbaabbbaaabab of Fig. 1, this algorithm outputs the sequence of
starting positions of factors, LZ = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 12].
Lempel–Ziv factorization(LPF)
1. LZ[0]← 0; i← 0
2. while (LZ[i] < n) do
3. LZ[i+ 1]← LZ[i] + max(1,LPF[LZ[i]])
4. i← i+ 1
5. return LZ
Figure 2. Algorithm for computing Lempel–Ziv factorization using LPF.
In order to explain the idea for the computation of LPF, it is helpful to arrange the SA
and LCP arrays in a graph, as done in [5]. The vertices are labeled by the SA values and
the edges by the LCP values. The vertices are arranged in left-to-right order corresponding
to their order in SA and are placed at a height corresponding to their starting position in
the string. In other words, if SA[i] = j, then the vertex labeled j is plotted with abscissa i
and ordinate j. Each edge between two vertices is labeled by the corresponding LCP value.
An example if shown by the graph in Fig. 3(i) (solid edges only). Note that the graph is
purely conceptual: no graph is constructed by the algorithm.
The value LPF[SA[i]] can be immediately computed, that is, by local test only, in any of
the following cases:
(i) SA[i − 1] < SA[i] > SA[i + 1], that is, for a “peak” in the graph. In this case
LPF[SA[i]] = max(LCP[i],LCP[i+1]). Referring to Fig. 3, for i = 3, the value LPF[SA[3]] =
LCP[12] can be computed and it equals max(LCP[3],LCP[4]) = 2 (maximum of the labels
of the two adjacent edges). Since SA[3] = 12, the vertex labeled 12 can then be removed
from the graph. An edge between 3 and 10 is created, labeled by min(LCP[3],LCP[4]) = 1
(minimum of the two labels).
(ii) SA[i − 1] < SA[i] < SA[i + 1] and LCP[i] ≥ LCP[i + 1], that is, the SA-values are
increasing but the LCP-values are decreasing. In this case nothing better (i.e., larger) than
LCP[i] can be obtained from LCP[i + 1] and so LPF[SA[i]] = LCP[i]. For i = 6, the value
LPF[SA[6]] = LCP[4] can be computed and it is equal to 3. As before, since SA[6] = 4,
the vertex 4 can be removed and the vertices 0 and 13 connected by an edge labeled
0 = LCP[i+ 1].
(iii) SA[i − 1] > SA[i] > SA[i + 1] and LCP[i] ≤ LCP[i + 1], that is, the SA-values are
decreasing but the LCP-values are increasing. This is symmetric to (ii). However, since
we consider the vertices from left to right, the case (i) will prevent the case (iii) from ever
being used.
We consider then the vertices in the order given by SA and use the above cases (i)-(ii)
any time we can. We maintain a stack with positions waiting to be processed. A fake
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Figure 3. (i) Solid labeled edges form the graph representing SA and LCP for the
text abbaabbbaaabab. (ii) The graph right before considering the vertex labeled 6.
position is added at the end of SA — that is, SA[n] = −1, LCP[n] = 0 — to make sure that
all positions are considered uniformly. The algorithm for computing LPF is given in Fig. 4.
Fig. 3(ii) shows the modified graph right before the vertex labeled 6 is considered in step 3
(i = 11).
The correctness of the algorithm follows from the above discussion. It runs in O(n) time
because each position i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, is pushed at most once onto the stack.
The difference between this algorithm and the one of [5] starts with the fact that the
latter uses only the case (i) above. The use of case (ii) reduces drastically the amount of
additional space needed, from O(n) to o(n), as proved by a combinatorial argument that
we present below.
Consider the space used by the stack. As noted above, the positions in the stack at any
moment are in increasing order (from bottom to top), and both their SA- and LCP-values
are strictly increasing as well. That is, if the content of the stack is (from bottom to top)
i1 < i2 < · · · < ik, then
SA[i1] < SA[i2] < · · · SA[ik] and LCP[i1] < LCP[i2] < · · · LCP[ik].
According to our algorithm, LCP[ij ] contains at this moment the length of the longest
common prefix of sufij−1 and sufij .
We now show that ij+2 − ij ≥ LCP[ij+1] using string-combinatorial arguments; see, e.g.,
[17]. Assume the opposite inequality holds. Then the factor w[ij . . ij+1 + LCP[ij+1] − 1]
has period ij+1 − ij (due to overlap of the identical factors w[ij . . ij + LCP[ij+1] − 1] and
w[ij+1 . . ij+1+LCP[ij+1]−1]). Since LCP[ij+2] > LCP[ij+1] and w[ij+2 . . ij+2+LCP[ij+1]−1]
overlaps w[ij+1 . . ij+1 + LCP[ij+1]− 1] by at least ij+1− ij positions, the primitive roots of
the two periods must synchronize. Hence, the period ij+1 − ij continues past the position
Compute LPF(SA,LCP)
1. SA[n]← −1; LCP[n]← 0
2. push(0,S )
3. for i from 1 to n do
4. while
(
(S 6= ∅) and
5.
((
SA[i] < SA[top(S )]
)
or
6.
(
(SA[i] > SA[top(S )]) and (LCP[i] ≤ LCP[top(S )]))
))
do
7. if (SA[i] < SA[top(S )]) then
8. LPF[SA[top(S )]]← max(LCP[top(S )],LCP[i])
9. LCP[i]← min(LCP[top(S )],LCP[i])
10. else
11. LPF[SA[top(S )]]← LCP[top(S )]
12. pop(S )
13. if (i < n) then push(i,S )
14. return LPF
Figure 4. Algorithm for computing LPF.
ij+1 + LCP[ij+1]− 1 in w; that is, LCP[ij+1] is strictly shorter than the actual length of the
longest common prefix of sufij and sufij+1 , a contradiction.
Since ij+2 − ij ≥ LCP[ij+1] and LCP[ij+1] > LCP[ij ], we easily obtain that k = O(
√
n)
and thus the maximum size of the stack is o(n).
It is interesting to note that the upper bound we just proved on the maximum stack size
is asymptotically optimal. For the strings w = abab2ab3 . . . abℓ, the stack needs to store
simultaneously ℓ elements, 0, 2, 5, 9, . . . , ℓ(ℓ+1)2 − 1; that is, it requires Θ(
√
n) space.
We have proved
Theorem 1 The LPF array and the Lempel–Ziv factorization of a string of length n over
an integer alphabet can be computed, using SA and LCP, in O(n) time independently of
alphabet size and o(n) additional space.
4 Conclusion
We discuss briefly a number of variations of our Compute LPF algorithm that are
possible with small changes.
First, all features of the algorithm of [5] are preserved. One of them is that we can keep
LCP unchanged simply by storing (i,LCP[i]) pairs on the stack. Another one, the algorithm
of [5] computes also the PrevOcc array, which gives a previous position where a factor of
length LPF[i] starts. The present algorithm can compute PrevOcc in the same way.
Second, the LPF keyed to SA instead of w can be computed, that is, if we denote the new
array by LPF′, then LPF′[i] = j iff LPF[SA[i]] = j. We need only change LPF[SA[top(S )]]
to LPF[top(S )] in steps 8 and 11.
This may be useful, for instance, if we want to save more space by computing LPF in
place of LCP. (The LCP array is, by definition, keyed to SA.) In such a case, we would
replace LPF by LCP and remove the steps 10 and 11.
Note that, for our initial purpose, computation of the Lempel–Ziv factorization, we would
have then to compute LPF keyed to w, which can be done easily in place (using constant
additional space).
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